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Charlie smiled helplessly, opened the map on the central control,
Pointed to the location of the two of them, and the location of the town when 
Victoria appeared again, and said to Maria:
“Now I only know that Victoria went down from here,”
“And then from here appeared in that town,”
“But the actual place Victoria went to is still uncertain.”
“If the place she went to was relatively close to these two ends,”
“It would be easier to say; if it was farther away, then her route was probably an 
acute angle with a long side.”
“The search area will become very large.”
“If you really follow me, I’m afraid you won’t be able to bear it.”
Maria said firmly: “I am going! It’s just that you may need to take care of me and 
accommodate me a little bit.”
“But I still want to be with the young master…”
After saying that, Maria pursed her lips and whispered:
“I am afraid that if the master is still alive and the young master dares to disturb his 
cultivation,”
“It will cause trouble. Although I have never met the master,”
“But if I do, I could still use my father’s relationship to get close to him…”
Charlie was silent for a moment, looked at her and asked,
“Do you think Meng Changsheng is still alive?”
Maria nodded her head: “Originally, I just thought that it was not impossible that 
the master was still alive.”
“There is a certain small probability. The probability of living and passing away is 
about 80 to 20 at most.”
Speaking of this, Maria said in a very serious tone:
“But I now feel that the probability of the master living or passing away is about 20 
or even 80.”
Charlie asked in surprise: “Why do you believe he is still alive now?”
Maria said: “Because I have seen it. I have obtained all the surveillance videos of the
airport, watching Victoria arrive at the airport,”



“Go through security check, and customs, and then watch her waiting and boarding
the plane.”
“Her expression in the camera was always a little flustered.”
“It can be seen that she must have been very scared.”
“With my knowledge, there should be no other person in the world who can make 
Victoria so fearful, except the master.”
Charlie frowned and said: “Although Victoria left in a very embarrassed manner,”
“At least If Meng Changsheng is still alive and Victoria came to the door this time,”
“How can Meng Changsheng let her retreat completely?”
After saying that, Charlie added: “Besides, whether it is from you or from the 
descendants of Meng Changsheng’s earliest named disciple,”
“His life can be confirmed. He was born in 664 AD and died in 1663,”
“Which happened to be One thousand years;”
“If he is still alive now, doesn’t it mean that he found a way to break through one 
thousand years more than three hundred years ago?”
“If that is the case, his current strength may have been superb.”
“No one can match him. Victoria is so far behind him.”
“He can create an organization 10,000 times stronger than Warriors Den.”
“How can he be willing to hide in a mountain?”
Maria said with a worried look on her face:
“What the young master said, I can’t figure it out.”
“I can’t figure out many of these things, so I am worried.”
As she said this, Maria thought of something, looked at Charlie, and said nervously:
“Young master, think about the mother of Pucha, more than three hundred years 
ago.”
“I watched with my own eyes her failure to overcome the calamity by the lake.”
“For more than three hundred years, I had firmly believed that she had disappeared
into thin air,”
“But who could have imagined that she could leave a glimmer of hope for herself,”
“And then after more than three hundred years,”
“It would find an opportunity to be reborn after the year?”
Charlie’s face darkened, and he asked in surprise:
“You mean, Meng Changsheng might also be looking for such an opportunity?”



Maria said seriously: “I am not sure,”
“But I think, since the mother of Pucha can do it, then Master Meng may also be 
able to do it.”
“Master, please do not underestimate people’s desire to live.”
“The older a person is, the stronger the desire to live.”
“A person who has lived for a thousand years will definitely have a desire to live.”
“It’s unimaginable to ordinary people.”
“In order to survive, I don’t know what kind of efforts he would make…”
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